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ThSa thesis has taken a long course of work In various
fields of fsoliglon*

Though I have registered it os the thesis

for D. Phil only, restricted the field of Religion to certain
points, yet X hove studied and have a practical research in this
field.
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have studied and investigated the

religion from th® point of Spiritual level, from the point of
Hent^al level ond from the point of Material level.
•
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first, 2 bow to every Individual to be By teacher.
According to Indian interpretation '^feraaate Jagad Baptise BtshoBurbe"

)aAVtm to w respectable
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parents, named late Dr, ferlgopal Borat, M.B., P.R.C.S (Ed), Q.A.
F.P.A.R.C.S, (Eng) ond Mrs, Mira Barat for providing me all the
facilities for the research in this aspect.
Dr. S. Sinha, Bo-Head of Dept, of Psychology suggested this
topic for research under hie guidance in the ye^r 1959.

1 also

have gratitude and regard for Mo, to show the way in Education,
According to hie verbal permission I have Investigated in this
field independently, 2hiss thesis is submitted for the standard of
B. Utt. research work according to his peraioalon.
2 also have gratitude to every colleague in the Psychology
Dept, of C. U. I also have my best regards to the Secretary of
Haaferlsbna Klsoien of Gol Park, Sid Hitynsarocpananda, a learned
nan In India for consulting and arranging this paper in on
organised way.

By hie unbiased views he has helped me very

such to proceed In thl3 reseorch-worit and has given as inspiration
to compile say investigation in the form of a Doctorate thesis.
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I also thank my husband, Hr. T. K, S©ngupts, Area Manager
of Worthington, for giving me the opportunity to complete my
research work,

this thesis owes roach to editorial assistance

given by our secretary,, Mrs. P. Chapman.

She has typed the

manuscript in a proper style and order,
I am grateful Jo the librarian of Rorokrishna JSLssion for
giving me permission for searching the necessary bocks from
their llbrajy.
Sanskrit had been learned from a Sanskrit scholar.

Ibis

has been a helpful aid to reproduce my thoughts in Eastern Style
of Psychology,

National library end also the library of Calcutta

ttoiversity helped me in this field by supplying books on this
topic of research.
practical Research-Work for the Spiritual theme of Religion
has been done some time away from the society,
I was for soma time in Kashmir, Rulu, Manley and Hardwar
for this practical research of the Unknown Theory of Religion,
Many people of different religions,by their own point of view,
have tried to teach me the Religion,

I also have ry gratitude

to them for their honest efforts and endeavours.
1 also accepted the hostile and friendly attitudes of the
people in their outlook peacefully.

To roe the Almighty, with

His different robes, appears to guide me in a proper way.
1 also thank everyone who Is xny friend or foe end who has
helped roe in various ways in the due course of work.
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